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The statutes of SQRIDGE were deposited at the Belgian registry on 26
August 2019, and published on 28 August 2019 in the Belgian legal
journal, thus legally establishing the NGO as an “internationale
vereniging zonder winstoogmerk” (ivzw, or an international nonprofit organization), regulated by the Belgian law of 23 March 2019
establishing a code of companies and associations.

SQRIDGE has the following aims:
a) promoting, enabling and performing artistic research and
scientific research, and research that is located at its intersections;
b) actively engaging in international scientific research, in the
broadest possible range of academic fields and disciplines;
c) actively engaging in and supporting the production, the display and
the distribution of creative practices, at the international level, in
the different artistic domains;
d) stimulating international collaborations, dialogues, debates and
reflections in relation to arts, science and their intersecting domains.

SQRIDGE currently has two directors, Nico Carpentier and Vaia
Doudaki.

This document reports on the first activities of SQRIDGE, for the first
(brief) period of its existence, from 28 August until 31 December
2019.
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Establishing SQRIDGE as an organization

In September 2019, SQRIDGE opened its bank account at VDK, a bank
located in Ghent (Belgium). The financial zone of SQRIDGE become fully
operational in October. The accounting system was set-up in the
same period.

SQRIDGE’s web zone at sqridge.org became activated in early October
2019, with currently a small website up and running. Email addresses
(including info@sqridge.org) were created. Also other visual
elements (e.g., logo and letter head) were produced.

A first group of advisory board members were invited into the
organization in November 2019. Currently, these are Fernando
Oliveira Paulino, Hillel Nossek, Jaroslav Anděl and Dilek Beybin
Kejanlioglu.
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First sqridgings

Two activities were developed and prepared in this first period. First,
the organizational work for the Respublika! Finland project, second a
research project on the Prague Zoo assemblage. Both will only truly
materialize in 2020. In addition, conservational work has been done
on one of the pre-sqridgings, the Respublika! archive at
Respublika.neme.org.

Sqridging 1: Respublika! Finland: Arts-based Research or
Communication Studies? Yes, please!
The workshop is aimed at establishing a dialogue between
different stakeholders about arts-based research projects in
Finland, focusing on 1/the perceived relevance of, and
opportunities generated by this type of research, 2/the
experiences with organizing these kinds of research, 3/the
requirements for strengthening this field of inquiry, and 4/the
role that (Communication and Media Studies) scholars can play
in (initiating) these
projects. It will take
place on 6 February
2020, at Helsinki
University, and is
organised by Nico
Carpentier and
Johanna Sumiala.
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Sqridging 2: The Prague Zoo Wolf Assemblage
This is a research project based on an observation of the four
wolves in the Prague Zoo, and reflects on how the wolves are
materially and discursively fixated by such an assemblage. The
essay analyses the fears and fascinations that drive these
fixations, and the contradictions they generate. The cat face
filter, used in the photographs, then becomes a metaphor, that
signifies the instrumentalization and enculturation of the wild.
At the same time, the wolves manage to resist these fixations,
albeit only to a
limited degree,
and the essay
also raises their
voices, to ask a
series of
theoretical
questions.

One output of
this project is a visual essay, in
the Czech Fotograf Magazine,
expected to be published early
2020. A second output is a
presentation at the “Media and Breakdown” symposium, on 19
March 2020, at Lund University in Sweden.
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Future plans

In 2020, SQRIDGE will develop a strategy for seeking and gaining
grants, possibly in combination with other resources (e.g.,
donations), within the aims of the organization. The 2020 objectives
combine the development of intersectional initiatives and reflections
on these initiatives by the current members, with the stimulation of
similar activities by non-members. To support these objectives, the
advisory board will be expanded further.
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